BASIC ASSUMPTIONS
The origin and mechanisms of CP violation have been investigated for thirty years since the discovery of CP violation. In this talk I will present the most recent work [1, 2] about new sources of CP violation. I will show how the origin and mechanisms may be understood in the framework of SU(2) × U(1) gauge theory with two-Higgs doublets. The model is built based on the following two assumptions:
(1) CP violation originates solely from a single CP-violating phase of the vaccum.
(2) The model exhibits Approximate Global U(1) Family Symmetries (AGUFS) which act only on the fermions.
The first assumption is introduced to understand the origin of CP violation. The second assumption is motivated from the smallness of the Cabibbo-Kobayash-Maskawa quark mixing angles and the observed suppression of the flavor-changing neutral currents.
VACUUM CP VIOLATION
In order to prevent the so-called domain-wall problem from arising explicitly due to spontaneous CP violation, we observe the following fact that
In the gauge theories of spontaneous symmetry breaking, CP violation can be originated solely from the vacuum after spontaneous symmetry breaking, even if CP symmetry is not good prior to the symmetry breaking. The prerequisite condition for such a statement is:
CP nonconservation occurs only at one term in the Higgs potential. This requirement actually results that the vacuum must violate CP symmetry. In particular, this condition may be simply realized by imposing an universal rule on the whole lagrangian. That is, in a renormalizable lagrangian all the interactions with dimension-four conserve CP and only interactions with dimension-two exhibit CP nonconservation. It may also be naturally implemented through imposing some symmetries. For convenience, we refer such a CP violation as a Vacuum CP Violation (VCPV).
Let me illustrate the simplest case with imposing the universal rule stated above, the Higgs potential for the two Higgs doublets can be simply written in the following general form
It is clear that in the above potential CP nonconservation can only occur through the vacuum, namely δ = 0. Obviously, such a CP violation appears to be explicit in the potential when λ 6 = 0, so that the domain-wall problem does not explicitly arise. Note that if λ 6 = 0, CP can still be violated spontaneously [3] . In general, one can also require one of other terms, such as the term λ 5 or λ 7 or λ 8 , to be complex in the most general potential.
3 APPROXIMATE GLOBAL U(1) FAMILY SYMME-
TRY
To see why assuming approximate global U(1) family symmetries (AGUFS) rather than approximate flavor symmetries, we start with a general Yukawa interaction
where q 
where the first term in the brackets is a diagonal matrix and the second term is an off-diagonal matrix. To facilitate a comparison between the elements of the two parts, g F i is taken to be 
These symmetries have to be broken down to the global (vector-like) family symmetries as long as the scalar interactions of the fermions are introduced to the model. This is because the scalar interactions of the fermions change the chirality of the fermions. The resulted global family symmetries depend on the physical considerations. To see this, let us consider several special cases: Suppose that the masses of all the up-type quarks, and also the down-type quarks as well as the leptons, are equal, and there are no quark mixings and also no flavor-changing neutral scalar interactions, i.e., 
This symmetry violation must be large as the top quark is heavy and its Yukawa coupling is of order unity. It is known that all the fermions have different masses, suppose that the quark mixings and the flavor-changing neutral scalar interactions are still zero, thus the large global family symmetries are further broken down to the global U(1) family symmetries
, one for each family. Due to the large mass splitting among the fermions, for instance, m t /m u ∼ 3 × 10 4 , the symmetry violation should also be large. In the realistic case, the quarks do mix and there exist flavor-changing neu-tral currents, therefore the global U(1) family symmetries must be completely broken down.
Nevertheless, the CKM matrix is known to deviate only slightly from unity and the observed flavor-changing neutral currents are strongly suppressed, so that at the electroweak scale any successful model will exhibit approximate global U(1) family symmetries (AGUFS). In other words, the AGUFS are sufficient for a natural suppression of family-changing currents (for both charged and neutral currents). Explicitly, AGUFS indicate that
where O F describe the AGUFS in the charged currents and ζ F mainly characterizes the AGUFS in the neutral currents.
It should be noted that our considerations are unlike the Hall and Weinberg's [4] approximate global U(1) flavor symmetries, i.e., one for each fermion type. This is because we do not specify the violation of global U(1) symmetries to the mass parameters in our approximate global U(1) family symmetries (AGUFS) ( one for each family).
CP-VIOLATING INTERACTIONS
With the above general analyses and assumptions, let me now present a detailed description for the model with vacuum CP violation (VCPV) and approximate global U(1) family symmetries (AGUFS). The physical interactions are usually given in the mass basis of the particles. For the simplest two-Higgs doublet model, the physical basis after spontaneous
being unitary matrices and introduced to diagonalize the mass matrices
with m f i the masses of the physical states
with
with σ f = +, for f = d, e, and σ f = −, for f = u.
For convenience, we fix the phase convention by writing
In a good approximation, to the first order in ζ F and the lowest order in m f i /m f j with i < j, we find that m
With this phase convention, the CKM matrix V has the following form
where
† is a complex matrix. It is obvious that when ζ F → 0, then V ′ → 0, the CKM matrix is almost described by the real matrix V o .
The scalar interactions of the fermions read in the physical basis
with (in the above good approximations)
where O H ij is the orthogonal matrix introduced to redefine the three neutral scalarsĤ 
This implies that the Higgs mechanism provides not only a mechanism for generating the masses of the bosons and fermions, but also a mechanism for creating CP-phases of the bosons and fermions.
With the above sources of CP violation, CP violation occurs in all possible ways. All these vacuum-induced CP violations can be classified into four types of mechanism according to their interactions:
Type-I. The new type of CP-violating mechanism which arises from the induced complex diagonal Yukawa couplings ξ f i . Such a CP violation can occur through both charged-and neutral-scalar exchanges.
Type-II. Flavor-Changing Superweak -type mechanism due to the flavor-changing scalar interactions. This type of mechanism also occurs through both charged-and neutral-scalar exchanges and is described by the complex coupling matrices S 
PHENOMENOLOGY OF CP VIOLATION
After understanding the origin and mechanisms of CP violation, let me now briefly discuss their main features and summarize the most interesting physical phenomena (for systematic analyses and detailed calculations see [1] ). The diagonal Yukawa couplings η
1) Without making any additional assumptions
or ξ f i can be, for the light fermions, much larger than one (the corresponding couplings are equal to one in the standard model) and may, of course, also be smaller than one (this case appears to occur for heavy top quark). Nevertheless, the former case is more attractive since it will result in significant interesting phenomenological effects. The most interesting choice for large ξ f i is tan β ≫ 1 since it favors the suppression of the flavor-changing neutral scale interactions (FCNSI).
We would like to point out that the phase convention of the CKM matrix is nontrivial in this model due to the existence of the flavor-changing neutral scalar interactions (FC-NSI). Therefore, before discussing contributions to CP violating observables from various mechanisms, one should first specify the phase convention. 3) To see how the various mechanisms play the role on CP violation and provide interesting physical phenomena, let us consider the following three cases:
, it is obvious that only the new type of CP-violating mechanism (type-I) plays an important role. The effects from the flavor-changing superweak -type and KM-type mechanisms are negligible.
In this case, the CP-violating parameter ǫ can be fitted from the contributions of the short-distance box graph with charged scalar exchanges and the long-distance dispersive through the π, η and η ′ . This is easily achieved in our model through choosing appropriate parameters Im(ξ s ξ c ) 2 and Im(ξ s ξ c ) for a given mass m H + . The ratio ǫ ′ /ǫ could be of order 10 −3 from both the short-distance contribution at tree level through the charged scalar exchange and the long-distance contribution induced by the charged scalar penguin diagram.
The short-distance contribution to ǫ ′ /ǫ depends on the parameters Im(ξ s ξ * d ) and Im(ξ s ξ u ). The neutron EDM d n can be consistently accommodated by choosing other independent parameters, such as Im(ξ d ξ c ) and Im(η
2 for the one-loop contribution with charged scalar and neutral scalar exchanges respectively, and Im(ξ t ξ b ) and Im(η For more explicit, let me present a simple numerical example with the following scenario:
with f i = u, d, s, c, thus
This can be easily achieved by taking
which lead to
This simple numerical example shows that the new type of CP-violating mechanism could be indeed significant.
(ii) when 10 is governed by the induced KM-type mechanism. But it could be still different from the standard KM-model if the charged scalar is not so heavy, this is because the new contributions from diagrams with charged-scalar exchange can be significant. Therefore only when the charged scalar also become very heavy, the induced KM-type mechanism then coincides with the standard KM-model which have been extensively studied [5] .
In general, four types of CP-violating mechanism may simultaneously play an important role for the CP-violating phenomena.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, it is seen that precisely measuring the direct CP violation in kaon (and hyperon) decays and the direct CP violation in B-system as well as the EDM's of the electron and the neutron are very important for clarifying the origin and mechanisms of CP violation.
For instance, if the direct CP violation in kaon decay is large and confirmed to be of order 10 −3 , the neutron and electron EDMs are also in the present observable level, while direct CP violation in B-system is smaller than the standard model prediction, it then clearly indicates that the new type of CP-violating mechanism will be important.
Based on the assumption of the approximate global U(1) family symmetries (AGUFS), the mass of the scalars could be less constrained from the indirect experimental data, such as neutral meson mixings and inclusive bottom quark decays b → sγ. Searching for these exotic scalars is worthwhile at both e + e − and hadron colliders. It is believed that the mechanisms of CP violation discussed in this model should also play an important role for understanding the baryogenesis at the electroweak scale. In particular, its requirement for relatively light Higgs bosons in order to avoid the wash out problem is in favor of our model.
All these considerations and new features suggest that if one Higgs doublet is necessary
for the generation of the masses of the bosons and fermions, then two Higgs doublets are needed for the origin and phenomenology of CP violation and also for baryogenesis at the electroweak scale.
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